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Abstract 
In this paper we prove that there is exponential convergence to 60 for a class of nearest 
particle systems. The proof relies on reversibility and the "canonical path" ideas of Jerum and 
Sinclair, The result we prove is relevant o question eighteen of Liggett (1985, Chapter 7). 
O. Introduction 
In this paper we study a certain class of nearest particle systems. A nearest particle 
system (NPS)is a spin system {7i: t >~ 0} on {0, 1 }J. Given a configuration ~, e {0, 1} s, 
we say a site x on the integer lattice is occupied if 7(x) = 1; otherwise, it is vacant. 
Given a process 7,, we say x is occupied at time t if 7t(x) = 1. A configuration 7 can be 
thought of as either a function from ~ to {0, 1 } or as the subset of occupied sites. In 
this paper we will use both interpretations. 
The flip rates (which define a spin system) are given by 
S1 if ? (x )= 1, 
c(x, 
~') ~ =/3(lx,rx) if 7(x) = 0, 
where l, = x-sup {y < x: y(y) = 1} and rx --- inf {y > x: 7(Y) = 1} - x. Thus all occu- 
pied sites "flip" at rate one independently of the state of the rest of the configuration, 
while vacant sites flip at a rate depending on how far they are from occupied sites. We 
shall consider processes where the function /3(1, r) is of the form /3(l, r)=/3(r)/3(1) 
//3(1 + r) for some function on the positive integers which we also denote by/3. These 
are known as the "reversible" NPSs. For justification of this adjective see Liggett 
(1985, Chapter 7). Furthermore, we will be restricting attention to attractive Feller 
systems. In the above context a system will be attractive and Feller if the expression 
/3(n)//3(n + 1) is decreasing to 1. Under the above conditions the NPS is subcritical if 
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and only if z,fl(n) < 1, and in the subcritical case, the only invariant measure is the 
pointmass at all zeros, 60. See Chapter 7 (and especially Theorem 4.25) of Liggett 
(1985) for full details. 
We will use the natural partial order on the spaces {0, 1} t for all I finite or infinite: 
t/~< 7* if and only if t/(x) 4 T(x) pointwise. A functionfon {0, 1} t is increasing iff(t/) 
~<f(T) whenever q ~< T. For probability measures pl, 1'2 we write #1 ~< 1-/2 if j'f(r/) 
pl(dq) ~< 5f(q)p2(dr/) for every increasingf. In this paper we will use #(f)  to denote 
If(co)/~ (da~). 
Let t/~ denote the NPS with every site initially occupied. By attractiveness the 
distribution of t/~ decreases (with respect to the natural partial order on {0, 1 }~) with t. 
Therefore, as is well known, ~/~ must converge, as t tends to infinity to an invariant 
measure. In the subcritical case that we will be considering this means that 7~ must 
converge in distribution to 60. The question we shall pursue in this paper is how fast 
this convergence is. It is clear, by simply considering an isolated, occupied point that 
P[q~(0) = 1] ~> e ', so the convergence of P[r/~(0) = 1] to zero can be at most 
exponentially fast; we will prove a converse inequality. 
Theorem. Let tl~ be a Feller, attractive, reversible, subcritical NPS  satisfying for each 
e > 0 there exists M < o0 such that 
sup ~ f l ( r) f l ( l )  < e (*) 
, t+r - . , ,A~>Mf l ( l+r )  
Then there exist positive constants C and ~ so that for every positive t 
P[t/~(0) = 1] ~< Ce ~'. 
The hypothesis (*) is natural in that it holds for most of the NPSs of interest. In 
particular, it holds when fl(n) = 2/n p, p > 1 and more generally whenever liminf, 
(fi(2n)/fi(n)) > O. 
It is easily seen that (*) implies that the total flip rate over vacant intervals is 
bounded, that is sup, Zl+r=, (fl(r)fl(1)/fl(n)) < oo. This fact is required in the discussion 
preceding Lemma 2.1. 
We consider it likely that the theorem can be proved under weaker hypotheses 
however, assuming hypothesis (.) ,  we are able to give simple proofs for Lemmas 1.3 
and 1.4. 
We complete this introduction by sketching the approach and giving details of how 
the paper is organized. 
We will work extensively with finite state continuous-time Markov chains r/[ on 
{0, 1} ~ for some interval of integers I = [x, y] which are obtained by fixing l's at the 
endpoints of I and otherwise letting O's and l's flip according to the NPS rates 
described above. Given attractiveness, for any initial configuration t/o on {0, 1} ~, the 
process t/t can be coupled with a process r/i which suppresses some deaths of r/, so that 
for all times t/, ~ q',. Our tactic is to temporarily fix the l's in certain sites until the 
"finite state" Markov chain between fixed points is close to equilibrium and then free 
some of these "fixed" sites. Given this approach, a good understanding of Markov 
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chains obtained by fixing l's at endpoints of intervals is required. We begin this in 
Section 1 by showing that the (unique) stationary measure corresponding to an 
interval puts a certain mass on the configuration having all unfixed sites equal to zero, 
no matter how large the interval is. We then examine, Section 2, how quickly such 
a finite state Markov chain can reach equilibrium by estimating the gap between first 
and second eigenvalues for these "interval" Markov chains. Again (thanks to the ideas 
of Jerum and Sinclair) we find a lower bound for this gap that is uniform over all 
interval sizes. In Section 3 we adapt general results for reversible Markov chains to 
our specific Markov chains. Here we reference Aldous and Brown (19921. FinaLly, in 
Section 4 we use the assembled facts to prove the Theorem. 
1. N4arkov chain with l's fixed at the end-points 
We wish to examine the NPS restricted to an interval with l's fixed at the 
end-points. As mentioned in the introduction, for a finite interval I, q~ will denote the 
Markov chain and spin system obtained by fixing l's at the endpoints of I but letting 
all the other flip rates be those of our NPS. zf will denote the unique stationary 
measure. For notational simplicity we will consider the interval [0, hi, though given 
the translation invariant nature of the system, our conclusions will be valid for all 
intervals. We record some facts about the stationary measures for such Markov 
chains which will be useful later. For simplicity we denote ql °'"1 by r/~', 7: I°'"l by 7:". 
Lemma 1.1. Let ~" be the stationary measure q[~l". For 7 c ~t0, 1 }[0,,1, having occupied 
sites 0 = xo, X l . . . .  ,, xr = n. 
~.( . , , )  = [17: , t~(x~ - x,  1) 
K 
where K is a normalizing constant. 
Proof. This simply follows from the detailed balance equations. [] 
The (subprobability) density/3(n) on ~'+ defines a killed renewal process on Y , 
starting at zero, X~. The following lemma provides a useful description of ~r ~. 
Lemma 1.2. The normalizing constant K of Lemma 1.1 is simply the probability at the 
killed renewal process X~ contains the point n. Gi~'en 7 e {0, 1 ~to,,l, with occupied sites 
0 = Xo, x~, ... , x~ = n, 7c"("/) is simply the chance that the xg and no other points 
hehmg to X~, conditional upon n e XI~. 
Lemma 1.3. Given condition (*) on [3, there exists a constant C, such that jbr all n > O. 
P[X~ contains n]/~(n) e (I/C, C). Consequently Jot all n, 7r" Jail the sites in (0, n) are 
vacant] > 1/C > O. 
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Proof. Define G(n) to be the probabil ity that Xp contains n. Define K,  to be the 
max imum of G(r)/fl(r) as r varies over [1, n]. The lemma asserts that K ,  is bounded. 
Let e > 0 be so small that 3e < 1 - ~s fl(J)" Fix M so that for each n 
,+ .=. ,A .>.  
Let H be the max imum of G(r) for r less than M. Then we have 
G(n) = fl(r)G(n - r) ~< 2 f l ( r )K , _ l f l (n -  r) 
r= l  r= l  
n-M 
+ 2 f l ( r )K , _ l f l (n - r )+H ~ fl(r) 
r=M r=n-M 
~< ~ f l ( r )K. - l f l (n  - r) + eK.-lf l(n) + H fl(r) 
r= l  r=n-M 
by hypothesis ( , ) .  The hypothesis that fl(n)/fl(n - 1) tends to 1 as n tends to infinity 
implies that there exists N such that for all n ~> N and all r e [1, M] we have fl(n - r) 
/fl(n) > l - e 2. Therefore if n >~ N we have 
1 M 1 
G(n) < ~ K,_lf l(n) ~ fl(r) + ~K._~fl(n) + ~_  e2MHfl(n) 
r= l  
~ fl(n) Mn -l- gn_  1 e+ 1 _ ~2/11"  
This implies that for n ~> N 
_ + 
Without loss of generality, (e + (1 - 3e)/(1 - e2)) is strictly less than one. Then this 
inequality implies that K. is bounded and therefore proves the lemma. [] 
Lemma 1.4. Given condition (*) on fl( ), there exists a finite constant K such that for all 
n, the expected number of sites in [0, n] occupied under re" is less than K. 
ProoL As with the proof  of Lemma 1.3, we use a simple recursive inequality. Let E(n) 
be the expected number  of sites in (0, n) occupied under re". Let D(n) equal the 
max imum of E(r) for 1 ~< r ~< n. Let X,  be equal to min,~o,,l {r: q"(r) = 1}. The crucial 
fact, which follows from Lemma 1.3, is that under ~", P[X, = n] > c > 0, where c does 
not depend on n. So we have 
n- -1  
E(n)= ~ P[X .= i ] (E (n - i )+  1)~<(1-c ) (D(n -1)+ 1). 
i=1  
This implies that D(n) is bounded as n varies which is precisely the statement of 
Lemma 1.4. [] 
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2. Equilibrium in the finite state Markov chain 
In this section we establish a uniform gap between the first and second eigenvalues 
of the jump matrix for the finite state Markov chains ~I". The principal result of this 
section is 
Proposition 2.1. There exists c > 0 so that for each n, the gap between the,first and 
second eigenvalues for the process tl" is greater than c. 
The key tool will be the canonical path idea of Sinclair and Jerum (1989), as 
formulated by Diaconis and Stroock (1991) and a result found in Lawler and Sokal 
(1988). A reversible Markov chain t/, induces agraph structure on its state space X: the 
vertex set is simply X, while the edges consist of (unordered) pairs {x, y~ such that 
q(x, y) > O, where q(,) denotes the jump rates. As the chain is reversible q(x, y) > 0 if 
and only if q(y, x) > 0. A path 7x.y from x to y is a sequence of vertices 
X = Xo,  X 1, . . .  ,X  r = y ,  
so that for each i, {x~_ ~, x~} is an edge. For an edge e, we write e ~_ 7,~.y if for some i, 
e = ~x, ,, x+ 
Proposition 2.2 (Diaconis and Stroock, 1991; LaMer and Sokal, 1988; Jerum and 
Sinclair, 1989). Consider an irreducible Markov chain t h on a state space X. Suppose 
that path )x,~, is chosen between every two points x and y o['X with probability p(x, y, i) 
where ~i  p(x, y, i) = 1 for every x and y. Let Q(e) = n(x) q(x, y) = n(y) q(y, x) jbr edge 
(x, y), where q is the jump rate and n is the invariant measure. Define v = maxe( l /Q(e))  
}~e~.,.,.,y n(x) n(y) p(x, y, i) . Then the gap between the first and the second eigenvalues 
of Q, the jump matrix, is at least 1~My 2, where M is the maximum jump rate ~1" the 
chain. 
In other words, Y~e~., n(x)n(y)p(x,  y, i) is the probability for fixed e, that when we 
independently choose points x and y according to probability n and then choose 
a path according to probabilities p(x, y, i), that e is in the path chosen. 
For our purposes this result is not quite "ready to wear" as for the Markov chain ~1", 
M, the maximum jump rate, is of order n. However, the probability of configurations 
of t/n having large jump rate is very small (in fact exponentially small). We address this 
concern by introducing auxiliary process 7~'. Let 7~" be the Markov chain on {0, 1 ~to,,/ 
whose flip rates are given by 
c(z, . )  
- -  n , • c~(x'tl) 2i=ot/0)  
The process Z" is reversible with respect to the (nonprobability) measure 
P({r/}) = ~"({r/})52 ~"= or/(r)is as easily seen from the reversibility of t/, with respect o 
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n". The invariant measure of Z" is thus seen to be 
r=0 
K, 
where K. = E(n) + 2 and the E(n) are the constants of Lemma 1.4. 
The process Z" is introduced because it has the following properties: 
(1) M = sup, ~=~ cZ(x,q)<~. This follows from the property that 
~+l=,  (fl(r)fl(t)/fl(n)) < ~ which in turn follows from assumption ( .) .  
(2) If n"' is the invariant measure for Z", then (by Lemma 1.4) n'" (0)= 
n"(q) (Y~7= oO(i))/K, where the K,'s are uniformly bounded in n. 
The following lemma will explain our interest in Z"- 
sup, 
Lemma 2.1. Gap (0") ~> Gap (Z")/K.. 
Proof. Let q(01, 02), q'(ql, 02) be the flip rate of 0", Z" between two configurations on 
{0, 1}w'"k As our NPSs are spin systems with positive flip rates at each site, q and 
q' will be nonzero if and only if 01 and 02 differ at exactly one site. As is well known 
Gap(q") = inf Z~,,~ n"(o1)q(ql , O2 )( f (01) -f(02)) 2 
E.,..~ n"(ql)n"(q2)(f(o1) - f (02) )  2-' 
where the infimum is taken over nonconstant functions f defined on {0, 1 }fo,.j 
= inf )~,,.,2 K. n'"(01 )q'(01, qz)(f(ql ) - f (02) )  2 
E,,,,~ 7zn(O1)rcn(O2)( f 01) -f(02)) 2 
~< inf 2,,,,~ K,n'"(Ol)q'(o1,q2)(f(01) - f (02) )  2 
Z,~,,,~ (K,) 2 rc'"(O1)n'"(q2)(f(ql - f (02) )  2" 
But this last term equals (1/K,)Gap (Z"). [] 
Given this result, to establish Proposition 2.1, it suffices to show that the infimum 
over n of Gap(z") is strictly greater than zero. Given Proposition 2.2 and property "2" 
of the processes Z", it is sufficient o show that there exists K < ~ such that for every 
n we can find paths ~;,,.~2 between everypair of states r/l, 02 in {0, 1} L°'"J such that for 
every edge e 
1 
~'"(01)~'"(02)p(01,02, i) < K. Q'(e) 
It is easy to see that the above (and therefore Proposition 2.1) is implied by the 
following lemma. 
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Lemma 2.2. There exists K( < ~)  such that for every n we can find paths from t 1 to 0_, 3'i~ 
and probabilities p(t l, i), so that for ever), edge e, 
1 
7z"(rl)p(rl, i ) < K. 
Proof. It will be convenient o identify configurations ~l ~ {0, 1} t°'"] with the corres- 
ponding subset of occupied sites of (0, n). Given t/, let {Xl, x2 . . . . .  x~} be the corres- 
ponding occupied sites and let r/(~) be the configuration with occupied sites (written in 
order) {x> x2 . . . . .  x i -  1, Xi+l . . . . .  x~}. 
Let (for i less than or equal to r) random path ~,~ be equal to ~1, ~1 ~, ~/2, ~f = 0. 
where r/~ ( " x,.} and for j ~< r - i + 1, r/j has occupied (X l~X2,  . . .  ~Xi- -1,  X i+l~ . . .  , 
sites {x>x2 . . . . .  Xi - l ,  Xi+j, ... ,x~} and for r -  i+  1 < j  < r~/a has occupied sites 
{xj 4~- i), xj (~ -i)+1 . . . . .  xi 1}. Choose P01, i), the probabil ity corresponding to ran- 
dom path °'~ i, to be 1/r. 
Now for an edge e of the form {q, r/(k)} to be on the path from some r/' to 0 requires 
(a) F/=r/ '  outside(Xk 1, Xk). Here i fk  equals l, then Xk ~ is taken to be Xr and 
(Xk :t, Xk) is taken to be (x,, n)u(0, xl). 
(b) The initial point (or 'T') picked in step 1 defining the paths above was the first 
occupied site of ~f in (Xk l, XD. 
But the Lemma 1.4, the =" measure of r/' satisfying (a) is bounded by a multiple (not 
depending on n) of ir"(r/). Given that (a) is satisfied, the chance that (b) is satisfied is at 
most: l/r. Therefore as Q'(e) = [1/(r + 2)] rt'"(r/), we are done. [] 
3. General results 
In this section we collect together some results about finite state Markov chains 
which are either equal to or derived from the processes r/". The object is to prove that 
two basic types of finite state Markov chains, indexed, respectively, by n and by (n, tn) 
will hit their min imum configuration within a time having uniform exponential tails as 
n and (n, m) vary. 
We make use of the following result of Aldous and Brown (1992) 
Lemma 3.1. (Lemma 10 of Aldous and Brown). Let X be a reversible Markov chain 
with state space E and let A c E. Let ~ be the quasi-stationary distribution of X on the 
complement of A. Assume that X is irreducible on the complement o[" A. Then the first 
hitting time of A, T A satisfies 
T 
E~[TA] <~-  ~(A)" 
where 7r is the stationary measure o['X and 1/r is the gap between the.first and second 
eigenvalues [or the jump matrix Q. 
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The quasi-stationary distribution for A is obtained as the probability on the 
complement of A, a, such that CCQA = --2Aa, where QA is the jump matrix of 
X restricted to the sites of the complement ofA and 2A is the largest eigenvalue of QA. 
See Aldous and Brown (1992) for more details, including a variational characteriza- 
tion. The quasi-stationary distribution can be thought of as the limiting distribution 
of Xt conditioned not to have hit set A as t tends to infinity. In this paper we are not 
concerned with quasi-stationary distributions beyond using this result and simple 
distributional comparisons to obtain Lemma 3.2. We first apply this result to attract- 
ive spin systems on {0, 1} t°'"l, S". We will be interested in applying the above result for 
A = {_0}, the lowest possible configuration. We will abuse notation and in the 
traditional manner write To for TA. 
Lemma 3.2. Let X" be an attractive reversible spin system on {0, 1} t°'"J, where the sites 
0 and n are permanently occupied. The hitting time To, defined above, satisfies 
W°[To > t] <~ e -~/~", 
where #, is equal to E ~" [To] and ~" is the quasi-stationary distribution on the 
complement of O. 
Proof. As stated above, fo r fa  function on {0, 1} t°'"l, ~" (f)  is the limit of 
E ~" " I E ~" [f(q~') I To > t] = [f(rh ) To >,] 
W"[To > t] 
as t tends to infinity. But by reversibility of r/" with respect o re", the numerator of the 
right-hand side is equal to E"" [f(rff)P""' [-To > t]] which is equal to E"" [f(q~) 
W~[To > t]]. The function y/~ P"[To > t] is increasing, so it follows from the FKG 
inequalities for the stationary measure re" (see e.g. Liggett, 1985, Corollary 2.12), that 
E~'[f(q"o)P~[To > t]] > rt"(f)W" [P"~'[To > t]]. It follows that ~"(f) > rc"(f) for 
every increasing function f That is, the quasi-stationary distribution on the comp- 
lement of 9, ~" is greater than re" in the natural partial ordering of measures on 
{0, 1} t°'"]. If It, = E~"[To], then 
W"[To > t] ~< W"[To > t] = e '/~'. [] 
Corollary 3.1. Let ~t"' be a measure on {0, 1 } [o,,~ such that its Radon-Nikodym derivat- 
ive with respect o 7z", the invariant measure of attractive spin system X", is bounded by 
M. Then 
W"'[To > t] ~< Me -'/"" 
Lemma 3.2, Proposition 2.1 and Lemma 1.3 immediately yield 
Corollary 3.2. There exists a constant K > 0 such that for all n, the hitting time To of 
the Markov chain qn satisfies 
W"[To > t] ~< e -ft. 
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Our approach requires the study of finite Markov chains built out of the r/" processes, 
but more complicated. These processes will still "dominate" our infinite systems. 
Consider the spin system X "'m on {0, 1} [°~'+m], defined by the following: 
(1) l's are fixed at sites 0 and n + m; 
(2) if t/(n) = 1, then the flip rates at sites in (0, n) or (n, m) are those of the NPS 
restricted to [0, n + m]; 
(311 if r/(n) = 0, then the flip rates at sites in (0, n) or (n, m) are zero; 
n-1  m 1 (4} ~/(n) = 1 whenever }~i= ~ t/(i) + 5~,  ~ : r/(i) > 0; thus the flip rate at site n is zero 
n I m-1 . 
whenever '~i=1 r/(i) + 5~i=.+ lr/(t) > O; 
I f~"  I m 1 (5) L~= ~ r/(i) + ~=,+ ~ ~/(i) = 0, then the flip rate at site n is equal to one. 
In words X "'m behaves like two independent NPS with l's fixed at 0, n and n + m, 
however when both the NPS on [0, n] and that on In, n + m] are in their lowest states, 
the site at n is allowed to flip to zero. Once the spin at site n is zero, the rest of the spins 
are frozen at zero with the flip rate at n equal to one. 
Let X" ' "  be the spin system on {0, l} ~°''+"] obtained by fixing l's at 0, n and n + m 
and letting all other sites have the NPS flip rates. It can be thought of as the product of 
Markov chains X [°'"~, X[""+m[ Let 7r"" be the invariant measure for X"" .  It is 
essentially product measure of the invariant measures of X [°" "] and X t"'" +"q. Though 
we are primarily interested in the Markov chain X"" ,  the Markov chain X""  is useful 
because it is easy to understand, given our results for processes X", X ~, and because 
X .... is a "perturbation" of this process. 
Lemma 3.3. There exists a constant c > O, such that for all n and m, the gap between the 
f irst and second eigenvalues [or X ' "  is greater than c. 
Proof. We will fix arbitrary positive integers n and m. In the following 0 will denote 
the lowest configuration possible for X"'";  that is, O_(i) = 0 for i G (0, n + m). Similarly 
O' is the lowest possible configuration for X"'m'; _O(i) = 0 for i # O, n or n + m. Let 
7: "'~' be the invariant probability measure for the spin system X n'''. Then, by 
considering detailed balance equations we see that ~ ' '  is the invariant probability 
measure for X"'", where 
.... (0) = 7c"'m(_0 ') - ~","'(0') + 1' 
~""'(,7) 
ir""(q) - ~',"'(0') + 1 for other )/. 
The gap between first and second eigenvalues for the process X""  is equal to 
E(o,g) 
inf 
~t:'" "(0) = 0 ~n,m(g2) '  
where E is the Dirichlet form for X .... and rc""(g) denotes the integral of function 
g with respect o probability measure 7: .... . It is standard that the gap between the first 
and second eigenvalues for process X""  is bounded below by the constant c of 
Proposit ion 2.1. Therefore it makes sense to compare the above expression to the 
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corresponding one for the process X"" ' .  For  notational convenience we let K equal 
1/(n""'(0') + 1). Then for any function g on configurations 
E(g,g) = KE'(g',g') + ~""(0_)(g(_0) - g(0')) 2, 
where E' is the Dirichlet form for X"' " and g' is g restricted to configurations possible 
for X "'m'. 
Also if z"'m(g) = 0, then 
7r",m(g 2) = K 7r.,"'(g '2) + ~r""(-0)g(_0) 2. 
For  comparison purposes, we wish to have z"' m,(fz) for a function whose n"' =' mean is 
zero. For  typical ~z"" mean zero g this will not be the case; in fact, we have 
~..m(g,) = _ (1/K)Tr""(O)g(O). Therefore if g" = g' - ~.,m,(g,), then 
~.,,.(g2) = K ~.,,.'(g,,2) + K n"'m(-0)g(-0))2 + ~"'m(0)g (0)2. 
-%< K ~.,,.'(g,,2) + 21r.,,.(_0)g(0)2. 
Noting that E'(g', g') = E'(g", g"), we have for every ~""  mean zero g 
E(g,g) E'(g' g') + n"'~(0)(g(0( -- g(-0,))2 
n.,~(g2) >J KTr.,m,(g,,2) + 2n"'~(_0)g(0) 2 
Without loss of generality, we suppose that g(-0)~> 0. We consider the cases g(-0') 
> g(_0)/2 and 9(-0') ~< g(0) /2  separately. 
If g(_0') > g(_0)/2, then K~z""' (g "2) ~> KTr""'(O_')(g(O_') - n.,,.'(g,))2 = 7r""(0') 
(g(O') -- ~n,m'(g,))2 = 7rn, m (0)(g(_0') -- ~,,m'(g,))2 ~> 7r,,,,(0)g(-0)2/4. Thus 
E'(g",g") + ="'m(-0)(g(_0) - 0(_0')) 2 E'(g",g") 
K=.,m,(g,,Z) + 2rt.,~.(0)g(0)2 > 9K~.,,.,(g,,Z) > c/9K. 
As before c is the constant of Proposit ion 2.1. 
On the other hand, if g(_0') ~ g(0)/2, then E'(g", g")/K="'m'(g "2) > c/K and n""(_0) 
(g(_O) -- g(O')) 2 ~> n.,m(_0) g(0)2/4 and so 
E'(g",g") + ~"'m(O)(g(O) - g(_O')) 2 
>~ min(c/K, 1/8). [] Kn . . . .  (g,,2) + 2~n,m(O_)g(O)2 
Corollary 3.3. There exists a constant K > 0 such that for all positive integers n and m, 
if To denotes the hitting time of -0 for X "'~, then 
W"' [To  > t] ~ e -K'. 
Proofi As was noted in the proof  of Lemma 3.3, ="'r"(0) = ~""(_0') > 7r""' (0')/2. But 
this latter quantity is at least (1/C)2/2, where C is the constant of Lemma 1.3. It follows 
as with Lemma 3.2 that W"'[To > t]-%< e -K' for K = (1/C)2/2c, where c is the 
constant of Lemma 3.3. [] 
The next corollary follows from attractiveness and Corol lary 3.1. 
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Corollary 3.4. Let  v be a measure on {0, 1} m . . . .  ~ such that its Radon N ikodym 
derivative with respect to n"" ,  the invariant nieasure of  X "'m, is bounded by M. Then 
U' [To  > t] ~< Me -/~' 
.[br some K not depending on n and m. 
Define for integers x < y < z, the process X x'~'z to be the spin system on I0, 1 }l-,.=l 
obtained by "shifting" the process X y-x-" y x units to the right. Then it is clear that 
Lemma 3.3 and Corollaries 3.3 and 3.4 apply to processes X ~'~''~ as well. The processes 
X ~.~,, z are similarly defined. The corresponding equil ibrium distributions are denoted 
by n: x'y'z and nx,v,z'. 
Proof of Theorem 
We wish to show that for all t large P~[rh(0)= 1] ~< Ce -~, for some C,[4 not 
depending on t. At this stage we have acquired a good understanding of the Markov 
processes X""  and ~7"- We know that if such a process starts "close" to equilibrium 
then the time before it hits its min imum configuration has exponential tails uniformly 
in (n, m) and n. It is elementary that 
PI[,~,(o) -- 1] ~< e~['?l ","~(o) = 1]. 
But the right-hand side is at least as great as n ~- ,.,l({~#: r#(0) = 1}] which by Lemma 
1.3 is of the order fi(n)Z/fl(2n). Thus for the comparison between tlt and I/[ "" "~ to yield 
exponential bounds for p1 [th(0) = 1] we are forced to consider n exponentially large 
in t. However for such n, the initial configuration consisting of fully occupied sites has 
probabil ity that is the exponential o f -  another exponential. Thus simple bounds such 
as those found in Diaconis and Stroock are insufficient. Given t, let q' be the N PS 
run with deaths at +2 =' suppressed. Then by attractiveness, Pl[qt(0)= 1] 
~< Pl[q',(0) = 1]. Therefore, if we can show this latter quantity to be exponentially 
small in t, we will be done. In the following, we will view ~/' as a spin system on 
{0, l }~-2~', 2 ''~. A first step towards this is the lemma below. 
Lemma 4.1. Let  T = inf{s: tf~ =_ 0 on ( -- 2 ~t, 2~t)}. Then &r  large t, 
p1[~7,(0) = 1] ~< p1 [q;(0) = 13 ~< p l [T  >~ t] + 2 ~' 
Proof. We know that under equilibrium, the chance that r#'(0)-- 1 is precisely the 
chance that the killed renewal process X~ contains 2 ~' and 2 ' '  + 1 divided by the chance 
it contains 2 ~t+ t. F rom Lemma 1.3, this quantity is less than 2 +~' if t is large. The 
process y#' is attractive, therefore on the event IT  < t}, we have P[q~(0)= 1 
I FT] ~< 2 -~', for FT the information from q' up to stopping time T. The result now 
follows. [] 
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Lemma 4.1 effectively reduces the problem of proving the Theorem to proving that 
for the process q', P I [T  > t] is exponential ly small as a function of t. Instead of 
dealing with the process r/' directly we introduce another process t/" on {0, 1 }t-2~, 2,~j 
This process will have some sites other than the endpoints fixed at spin 1 for random 
amounts of time. How sites are fixed in an occupied state will depend on a colour 
scheme: at time s all sites will be coloured black, red or white. 
if site x is black at time s, then q;'(x) has been fixed at spin 1 throughout [0, s], 
if site x is red at time s, then q"(x) has been equal to 1 throughout [0, s], though the 
flip rate may have been strictly positive during this interval, 
if site x is white at time s, then the flip rate at site x is given according to the NPS 
rates. 
As q" evolves a site may turn from black to red but not vice versa and a site may 
turn from red to white but not vice versa and once a site becomes white, it remains so. 
The idea is to choose an initial colouring of sites and a rule for colour changes so 
that for each time s if the black sites are - 2 ~t = Xo, xl, x2 . . . .  , xr = 2% then 
(1) for each i, the interval [xi 1, xl] contains at most one red site, 
(2) if the interval [x i -  1, xi] contains a red site yl then the flip rates will correspond 
to those of X x' "r"x' process. (Recall the definition after Corol lary 3.4.) If [xi_ 1, x~] 
contains no red site then the flip rates on this interval are those of the process r/t . . . . . . .  1, 
(3) If interval [x i -1 ,  x~] contains no red point, then the distribution of q~' on this 
interval is "close" to that of ~ . . . . . .  . If the interval contains a red point y~, then the 
distribution of ~/" on this interval is "close" to g ..... y,x,. 
We now fully define our process r/". The main part of our definition will be the 
specification of how the colour designation of sites changes over time. On intervals 
of constant colour designation we let q" evolve according to (2) above. It will be 
clear from this that property "1" above holds. We will then show what we mean by 
property (3). 
We initially designate every fourth site to be black. We assume without loss of 
generality that 2 "~ is a multiple of 4, so that - 2 "t and 2 ~' are initially black. We 
initially designate all remaining even sites to be red and all odd sites to be white. We 
will be interested in intervals [xi 1, xi], where x~_ i, xi are consecutive black sites. We 
describe such an interval as blue if it contains a red site, green if not. So initially all 
such intervals are coloured blue. According to property (2), the configurations on blue 
intervals evolve according to a X x' 1,r .... process and those on green intervals 
according to a qt~, ~.x,j process. A change in colour designation occurs when a blue 
interval l-xz ~, xg] has no occupied sites on (x~_ 1, x~). Instantaneously, the red site in 
(x i -  1, xg) is recoloured white. Other possible recolouring depends on the colours of the 
abutting intervals [xi 2, Xi--1] and [Xi, Xi+l]: S 
(a) if both these abutting intervals are coloured blue then the interval [x~_ 1, x~] is 
now coloured green and there is no further recolouring of sites, 
(b) if abutting interval [x~, x~ + 1] is coloured green, then site x~ is recoloured red and 
the new interval [xi 1, Xi+l] is coloured blue, 
(c) if abutting interval [_xi-2, xi 1] is coloured green while [xi, x i+l]  is coloured 
blue, then site x~_l is recoloured red and the new interval [x~-2, x~] is coloured 
blue. 
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In other words, [ - 2% 2 ~'] is split into intervals which are green and blue. When ~" 
reaches its minimum configuration on a blue interval, the interval in question tries to 
form a new engaged interval with its neighbouring intervals. 
It is easy to see that it is impossible for the system to have two adjacent green intervals 
and so for all times t, if there are M intervals, there must be at least the integer part of 
[M/2]  blue intervals. 
The above remark and the next two lemmas will enable us to compare the number 
of non-white sites with a pure death process. Let F, be the ~r-field generated by the 
information up to time t of how sites were coloured and which intervals were blue and 
which green (and which neither). 
Lemma 4.2. Given J~ is a green interval at time t, the distribution of tf/ restricted to J~, 
given F~, is less than the equilibrium distribution of tlJ( 
Proof. Let T be the first time that the interval J~ becomes a green interval. Let S be the 
time (necessarily after T)  that J~ ceases (forever) to be an interval between consecutive 
black sites. The distribution of S - T is independent of the process t/~ +, restricted to 
Ji for r 6 [0, S - T ]. So the distribution of t/'t' on Ji given the random variable T, is 
simply that of a r/J' process at times t - T which started from its lowest possible state. 
The result now follows from the attractiveness of X J~. [] 
Lemma 4.3. There exist constants c and M (not depending on ~ or t) so that jot  any 
interval Ji c [ - 2 ~t, 2~t], if T is the first time that Ji becomes a blue interval and S is the 
time' that Ji ceases to be an interval between consecutive black sites, then 
P[S - T > t lFr ]  <. Me -a. 
Here F I denotes the a-field generated by information of the status of intervals up to 
time T. 
Proof. Let Ji = [xi- 1, xi] and let Yi be the (random) red site in Ji at time T. If T = 0, 
then the lemma follows directly from Corol lary 3.4, so we assume that T > 0. From 
T " 0 until time S - , r/r+s will behave as a r/ . . . .  x .... process, conditionally independent 
of FT given t/:r on Ji. It follows from Corol lary 3.3 that for the process t/ . . . .  7, .... starting 
from equilibrium n . . . .  Y .... , the time to hit its lowest point, V, satisfies 
P[V  > t] <~ e -ht 
for some h independent of xi 1, Y, x~. Immediately prior to time T, one of the intervals 
[x~_ 1, Y J ,  [Y, x~] was blue and one was green. Without loss of generality, we suppose 
the former was blue and the latter green. Accordingly, by Lemma 4.2, the distribution 
of ~rv on [y,  xi] is less than the equilibrium distribution, nty''xa , while t/. restricted to 
(x~_ 1, Y3 is completely vacant. Therefore, t/v on J~ has distribution less than n . . . .  x .... 
As noted at the beginning of the proof of Lemma 3.3, the Radon-N ikodym derivative 
o fn  . . . .  Y ..... with respect o n . . . .  Y .... is identically equal to 1 + n . . . .  x ..... {_0') ( < 2) on 
the configurations given positive mass by n . . . .  y,.x,,. Here, as before, 0' denotes the 
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lowest possible configuration for X . . . .  r,,xl. It follows from Corollary 3.1 and attract- 
iveness that 
P[S -  T > t[Fr] <~ 2e -hr. [] 
Remark. Let M and c be as in Lemma 4.3. Let X be a random variable obtained by 
adding [log(1/M)]/c to an exponential random variable of rate c. Then the lemma 
asserts that the time any interval stays engaged is stochastically ess than X. 
The Theorem can now be proved as follows. Given Lemma 4.1 it is enough to show 
that, provided c~ has been chosen small enough, the probability that T > t is exponen- 
tially small in t. 
We do this by showing that the number of blue and green intervals decreases 
rapidly. By Lemmas 4.3, 4.2 and the remark preceding it, the number of intervals is 
stochastically dominated by the following pure death process: 
(a) The process tarts with 2~t/4 particles. 
(b) The particles are divided into frozen and living particles. Initially (and at all 
subsequent times) if there are M particles (frozen and living) then integer part of M/2 
are living. Or equally the rmmber of frozen particles minus the number of living 
particles is equal to 1 or 0. 
(c) Each particle i has a lifespan Xi independently distributed as the random 
variable X described in the above remark. 
(d) When a particle i is designated as living, it lives for a time Xi before dying. After 
this time the number of particles is reduced by one. If the number of particles now 
living is less than the integer part of half of the new number of particles, then a frozen 
particle is changed to a living particle. The process tops when one particle remains. 
For the above death process, let Ni denote the number of particles alive at time 
iE(log(1/M))/c + (log(2)/c]. Then it is easy to see that if J = inf{i: Ni = 1} then 
Ni_j (1 - 1) ~i-J) is a submartingale. Accordingly, the chance that T > t is less than 
the chance that J > integer part of t/([(log(1/M))/c + (log(2))/c]. Let this latter 
number be denoted by H. By the submartingale property, this probability is less than 
[2,t/4] (~)n. By choosing ~ sufficiently small, we obtain our result. [] 
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